
About that picture…
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Presentation Notes
Yes, that’s really him and yes that’s really me.A close friend of mine works for a company that was hosting a local speaking engagement / meet and greet with George W Bush in 2009Though completely opposed to his general world view and foreign policies, I couldn’t pass up the opportunity to meet him in person.In the spirit of recognition and appreciation, I must say that he came off as a very sincere and genuine person.He truly seemed to believe that he was doing the right things for his country and the world.One hates to make comparisons, but I was also fortunate enough to attend Bill Clinton’s honorary PHD ceremony.I didn’t meet him, but he spoke for over an hour about the work his foundation was doing to help support developing nations.I and most of those in attendance were moved.



Becoming a Learning Organization

• Understanding our contribution to the whole

• Sharing our knowledge

• Continuous learning

• Innovation and creativity 

• Creating meaningful results

• Learning from our failures / mistakes

• Develop a culture in which “great ideas outrank hierarchy and our aspiration to do better 
upends our comfortable way of doing things.”

Suzanne Fortier   March 28, 2014

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Understanding our contribution to the whole and that we are all connectedSharing our knowledgeContinuously learningFostering innovation and creativity Doing our very best to create meaningful resultsLearning from our failures / mistakesDevelop a culture in which “great ideas outrank hierarchy and our aspiration to do better upends our comfortable way of doing things.”Suzanne Fortier March 28, 2014



Learning in Action
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Presentation Notes
Started in November 2014 in VP A&FManagement teams from all unitsSeparated into 7 Mission or “Theme” teamsClient ServiceAgilityPerformance ManagementRecognitionWaste EliminationInnovation & FailureFostering a Learning OrganizationEach cross unit team met 3-4 times over the following 3 months to brainstorm concrete ideas and prepare a group presentation at the following meeting in MarchThe outcome was a series of very creative presentations



First things first: The Give Me Some Love team

• Linda Augello – Financial Services
• Pierre Barbarie – Campus Security
• Elvie Coletta – Financial Services
• Julie Ghayad – Financial Services
• Kim Huynh – IT Services
• Adel Mina – IT Services
• Ryan Ortiz – IT Services
• Pierre Thibodeau – Human Resources
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First things first: The Give Me Some Love teamThank you to everyone for their support and excellent contribution during the deliberations on this important subject.



What is employee recognition?

Employee recognition is the acknowledgement of an individual or team's
behavior, effort, and accomplishments that support the organization's goals
and values.

Employee recognition lets employees know that their hard work is valued. *

*http://hrcouncil.ca/hr-toolkit/keeping-people-employee-recognition.cfm
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Presentation Notes
Let’s start with a definition:Employee recognition is the acknowledgement of an individual or team's behavior, effort, and accomplishments that support the organization's goals and values.Employee recognition lets employees know that their hard work is valued. 



How are we doing at McGill?

% Strongly Agree / Agree 2012 Best 
Employers *

McGill
VP Finances

& Admin
1.  My manager takes the time to let me know my efforts are 
appreciated. 73% 59%

2.  My manager makes sure that we take the time to celebrate our 
successes. 72% 50%

3. I often get positive feedback for the work that I do. 69% 55%

4.  Recognition is applied consistently throughout this organization. 57% 20%

5.  I feel valued and appreciated for my contributions to this 
organization. -- 37%

*AON Hewitt engagement survey - 2012
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Presentation Notes
How are we doing at McGill?This is not just a measure of people’s feelings about top management.The most fundamental work relationship an employee has is with their direct boss.



Why do we care?

1. Appreciated employees → engaged employees

2. Engaged employees → engaged teams → high performing teams

3. ↑ engagement → ↑ customer satisfaction and ↓ employee turnover

4. ↑ engagement → ↑ organizational performance*

* Virtually every study on the subject!
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Why do we care?Feeling recognized and appreciated at work is the number one predictor of job satisfaction and engagementJob satisfaction and engagement are key drivers of individual and team performanceEngagement is positively correlated with customer satisfaction and negatively correlated with employee turnoverOrganizations with engaged staff perform better, PERIOD.Virtually every study on the subject of recognition in the workplace demonstrates the link between employee engagement and organizational performance. We would need an entire slide to cite them all.



So here’s a slide
• Linking organizational resources and work engagement to employee performance and customer loyalty: the mediation of 

service climate. M Salanova, S Agut, JM Peiro - Journal of applied psychology, 2005 - psycnet.apa.org

• Employee engagement: The key to improving performance. SM Kompaso, MS Sridevi - International Journal of Business 
and …, 2010 - ccsenet.org

• Leveraging employee engagement for competitive advantage. NR Lockwood - Society for Human Resource Management 
Research …, 2007 - shrm.org

• Business-unit-level relationship between employee satisfaction, employee engagement, and business outcomes: a meta-
analysis. JK Harter, FL Schmidt, TL Hayes - Journal of applied psychology, 2002 - psycnet.apa.org

• Performance management and employee engagement. JA Gruman, AM Saks - Human Resource Management Review, 
2011 – Elsevier

• Driving performance and retention through employee engagement. CL Council - Research Summary. Corporate Executive 
Board, 2004 - usc.edu

• Engaging for success: enhancing performance through employee engagement: a report to government. D MacLeod, N 
Clarke - 2009 - voced.edu.au

• The meaning of work: The challenge of regaining employee engagement and reducing cynicism. S Cartwright, N Holmes -
Human Resource Management Review, 2006 - Elsevier
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So here’s a slide ;-)

http://psycnet.apa.org/psycinfo/2005-14549-013
https://scholar.google.ca/citations?user=HW1V6J8AAAAJ&hl=en&oi=sra
https://scholar.google.ca/citations?user=ZqMWcNkAAAAJ&hl=en&oi=sra
http://www.ccsenet.org/journal/index.php/ijbm/article/viewFile/6745/6332
http://www.shrm.org/research/articles/articles/documents/07marresearchquarterly.pdf
http://psycnet.apa.org/journals/apl/87/2/268/
https://scholar.google.ca/citations?user=PXoDO9gAAAAJ&hl=en&oi=sra
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1053482210000409
https://scholar.google.ca/citations?user=iJ0EJRYAAAAJ&hl=en&oi=sra
http://www.usc.edu/programs/cwfl/assets/pdf/Employee%20engagement.pdf
http://www.voced.edu.au/node/9434
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1053482206000246


Some important points

• The source matters

• It works for everyone

• But it needs to be done right
• Timely
• Specific
• Sincere

Organization
20%

Peer
30%

Manager
50%

* Cindy Ventrice 2005 Make Their Day: Employee Recognition that Works
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Presentation Notes
Some important points about recognitionEmployees value recognition from a blend of sources, but most when it comes from their manager, especially when that manager is trustedRecognition is effective for all types of employees, in all sectors, and at all levelsEffective recognition needs to be:TimelySpecificSincere (people have good bullshit radars)



There are no quick fixes :-(

• Investment in training

• Investment in money and time

• Supported by objectives and competencies

• Demonstrated support from all levels of management
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There are no quick fixes…Investment in trainingRecognition and appreciation is a learned management skillSome do it well instinctively, but most have to be taught and they have to practice before they do it effectivelyMake recognition and appreciation a core component of the Leadership Development ProgramBecause recognition works best when it’s combined with the 4 basics of good management: goal setting, communication, accountability, and trustInvestment in money and timeRecognition takes timeThe ROI is always positive when it’s done consistently and done wellNot all recognition costs money, but all recognition needs to be appropriate to the level of performanceWords of praise and thank you cards can be very effective, but they only get you so farSupported by objectives and competenciesWe need to recognize what we valueIf we want managers to value recognition then we need to make it part of their mission in a fundamental wayRecognize those who recognize wellE.g. 2014 – 2015 ITS Objectives: Increase Employee Engagement.Demonstrated support from all levels of managementThis is something that really has to come from the top downOur leaders have to set the example for their teamsDo as I say AND as I do



But here are some quick fixes ;-)

• Celebrate anniversary dates on the actual day

• Practice makes perfect

• Learn about your staff and what they value

• Do it often

• Be an “altruist” not an “expector”
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But here are some quick fixes ;-)Celebrate employees’ anniversary dates on the actual dayHow do you feel when someone wishes you happy birthday two weeks late?Contact HR and ask them to provide you with the hire dates of your staffPut recurring reminders in your calendar for each staff member’s start dateRecognize the occasion every yearEven if it’s focus is on years of service, it serves as a good opportunity to recognize performance and achievement tooHow?Make it personalSend them an eCardWrite them a noteDo something special on major milestonesDon’t wait for the QCCPractice makes perfectIt will seem awkward at firstIt will feel more natural in time.Force yourself to seek out opportunities to recognizeFake it till you make it. Don’t fake the recognition, fake feeling comfortable doing itLearn about your staff and what they value. Not all people feel appreciated in the same wayLearn the 5 Language of Appreciation: words of affirmation, tangible gifts, acts of service, quality time, and physical touch (ex: high fives)Do it oftenOn average, employees report wanting to be recognized at least once every seven days!Ask yourself: who have you thanked today?Be an “altruist” not an “expector”Recognize for the right reasons. Do it because it is deserved, not because you expect something in returnIf staff sense an ulterior motive, the recognition will have little or no valueExample: “Thanks for the great work. Here are some movie tickets…….can you do some overtime this weekend?”



Recommendations going forward

• Don’t just create a recognition program, create a culture of 
recognition

• Re-examine how we invest in recognition today
• Integrate recognition into the 7 McGill Management competencies
• Establish a dedicated recognition training program
• Establish recognition best practices and guidelines
• Integrate recognition activities into unit and team objectives
• Add employee engagement results to manager objectives
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Presentation Notes
Recommendations going forwardDon’t just create a recognition program, create a culture of recognitionRecognition should not be seen as a program, it should be an integrated part of everything we do.  In the same way that we don't think of quality as something separate from our every day work. Re-examine how we invest in recognition todayEx: is the Principal’s award still relevant?Integrate Recognition into the 7 McGill Management competenciesOr even a competency on its own.Establish a dedicated recognition training programEstablish recognition best practices and guidelinesWhen?Who?How?Spending guidelinesIntegrate recognition activities into unit and team objectivesAdd employee engagement results to manager objectivesMake managers directly accountable for the engagement results in their teams



Some interesting reading and websites on 
employee recognition

• http://hrcouncil.ca/hr-toolkit/keeping-people-employee-recognition.cfm

• http://hrweb.mit.edu/performance-development/employee-recognition

• http://www.yorku.ca/hr/documents/A_Guide_to_Appreciating_Recognizing_Staff.pdf

• Chapman, Gary D & White, Paul E. The 5 Languages of Appreciation in the Workplace. Northfield Publishing, 
2011.

• Elton, Chester & Gostick, Adrian. The Carrot Principle: How the Best Managers Use Recognition to Engage 
Their People, Retain Talent, and Accelerate Performance O.C. Tanner, Company, 2007. 

• WILSON, T.B. Rewards that Drive High Performance: Success Stories from Leading Organizations, Amacon et 
American Compensation Association, 1999.

• Ventrice, Cindy. Make Their Day! Employee Recognition that Works. Berrett-Koehler Publishers, Inc. 2003. 
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http://hrcouncil.ca/hr-toolkit/keeping-people-employee-recognition.cfm
http://hrweb.mit.edu/performance-development/employee-recognition
http://www.yorku.ca/hr/documents/A_Guide_to_Appreciating_Recognizing_Staff.pdf


Appreciation vs Recognition

• Recognition is about what you do
• Appreciation is about who you are
• It doesn’t always have to be performance related
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Presentation Notes
Recognition is about what you do: positive feedback based on results or performanceAppreciation is about who you are: reinforcement of your character, personality, and value as a personAppreciation does not always have to be work related or performance relatedYes, work is about getting things done, but if we only focus on performance-based recognition, people may feel like a commodity.If I make a mistake, or fail to accomplish a goal do I cease to have value?If my performance drops, is the right response silence, or encouragement?https://youtu.be/a3wX8nmvlZ0?t=3m55s



The 5 Languages of Appreciation
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Great book by Gary Chapman and Paul whiteBased on the well known book, The 5 Love Languages by Gary ChapmanIt focuses on the importance of appreciation and how it can compliment workplace recognition initiativesThe main premise is that everyone gives and receives appreciation in different ways5 ways to be precise:Words of affirmation or praiseQuality TimeActs of ServiceTangible GiftsPhysical touch….oooh



Words of Affirmation

• Using words to communicate a positive message about another 
person

• Three dialects:
1. Praise for accomplishments
2. Affirmation for character
3. Focus on personality

• How and when
• Missing the mark
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Presentation Notes
Using words to communicate a positive message about another personWhen you use this language, you are verbally affirming a positive message to another personThree dialects:Praise for accomplishmentsMost common in the workplace and usually the easiest dialect for most peopleFocuses on quality of work or meeting objectivesAffirmation for character:Looks beyond performance and focuses on the inner nature of the individualFor example: perseverance, courage, humility, self-discipline, compassion, honesty, integrity, kindness.It’s what a person does when no one else is lookingGreatest strength of the organizationFocus on personality:Our normal way of approaching lifeoptimistic, logical, intuitive, organized, spontaneousThe goal of this dialect is to help people play to their strengths“One of the things I admire about you is that you’re always optimistic. I sometimes get discourage but when I talk with you I always go away with a more positive perspective”How and when:Personal, one on oneIn front of othersWritten affirmationPublic affirmationMost important. Be specific and personal. Individualized affirmation is key.Missing the markHollow praiseTone of voice: I’m saying these words but I don’t really mean themNot if you are in the midst of conflict with your staff



Quality Time

• It’s about giving someone your undivided attention
• Three dialects:

1. Quality conversation
2. Shared experience
3. Small group dialogue

• Missing the mark
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Presentation Notes
It’s about giving someone your undivided attentionThis language is often misinterpreted as inappropriate desire to be their friend or get in good with the bossEmployees want to feel that what they’re doing is significant and that their supervisor values their contributionShowing interest in what they’re doing by spending time with them, makes them feel appreciated.A little time can go a long wayThree dialects:quality conversation: empathetic dialogue sharing thoughts, feelings and desires in a friendly uninterrupted contextmaintain eye contactdon’t do other things while listeninglisten for feelings as well as thoughts. Validate and acknowledgeaffirm their feelings even if you disagree with their conclusionsobserve body languagerefuse to interruptshared experiencesEx: going out for lunch or coffeeSmall group dialogueSome people may be less comfortable in one on one situations but appreciate a smaller group setting to provide feedback and share their opinions.Missing the mark“I’m here aren’t I?”Being “present” is key



Acts of Service

• Providing assistance to one’s colleagues is a powerful 
expression of appreciation

• Some guidelines:
1.Cover your own responsibilities first
2.Ask before you help
3.Serve voluntarily
4.Complete what you start

• Missing the mark
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Presentation Notes
Providing assistance to one`s colleagues is a powerful expression of appreciation.Pitching in to help get things doneSome guidelines:Make sure your own responsibilities are covered before volunteering to help othersAsk before you help. Some people might not want help, or don`t want help in some areas. “I overheard your comment about being overwhelmed when I walked by. Is there anything I can do to help you get caught up?”Serve voluntarily. Attitude is keyComplete what you start (or communicate the limits on your time)Missing the mark:Begrudging serviceHave an “attitude check” before you start



Tangible Gifts

• It needs to be the right gift. Thoughtful and personal is key
• Less costly than financial rewards that add up over time
• It’s less about the gift itself and more about what the gift 

communicates
• Missing the mark
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Presentation Notes
It needs to be the right gift. Thoughtful and personal is key.Less costly than financial rewards that add up over time (like salary increases).And also more effectiveFor those who have ever gotten a performance based bonus, do you remember what you spent it on? Do you remember what it was for?A lasting tangible gift can serve as an ongoing reminder of the appreciation eventSometimes it’s less about the gift itself and more about what the gift communicates.You saw what I did and took the time to get me something that is meaningful to me. Missing the mark:Giving to someone who doesn’t appreciate gifts, or giving the wrong gift can create offense.



Physical Touch

• This started as The 5 Love Languages
• It’s a sensitive issue
• Appropriate physical touch in the workplace
• Usually the lowest language for most people
• Missing the mark

• DON’T MISS THE MARK! ;-)
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Presentation Notes
Don’t forget, this started as The 5 Love LanguagesAppropriate physical touch is a fundamental aspect of human behaviorEx: babies who are held develop healthier emotional livesEx: Elderly in nursing homes who receive regular affirming touches have a generally more positive spirit and do better physicallyThe same is true of adultsThat said, it’s a sensitive issue in the workplaceIn the Motivating by Appreciation workshops, they focus entirely on the first four languages and ignore touch altogether. Some work places forbid any form of intentional touch altogetherIt can also be a cultural minefieldBut there are some forms of physical touch that are appropriate in most workplaces / culturesFirm hand-shakeHigh five or fist bumpPat on the backUsually the lowest language for most people in the context of the workplaceRequires a lot of emotional intelligence and sensitivity to be done effectivelyPay attention to people’s body languageAn individual’s view of what is appropriate and inappropriate in the workplace differ greatly from person to personMissing the markDON’T MISS THE MARK! ;-)



Our Blind Spot

• Most people have 1 or 2 primary languages
• We give appreciation in the same way we like to receive it
• We tend to ignore the languages we don’t value personally
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most people have 1 or 2 primary languages for receiving appreciationWe tend to show appreciation in the language(s) we value mostOur least valued languages may be our blind spotEx: Imagine a manager who’s primary language is words of praise and an employee who’s primary language is acts of service.



Discussion

1. How do you know people’s preferred language(s)?
2. How can we incorporate the 5 languages into our day to day?
3. Do you think it will make a difference? 
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How do you know people’s preferred language(s)?Watch themPeople show appreciation the same way they like to receive itAsk themMotivating by appreciation inventory (http://mbainventory.com/Default.aspx)How can we incorporate the 5 languages into our day to day?1. Give a verbal compliment (say “thanks for ...”; tell them, “I’m glad you are part of the team.”)2. Write an email (“I just wanted to let you know …; “It is really helpful to me when you ….”)3. Stop by and see how your colleague is doing. Spend a few minutes just chatting and checking in on them.4. Do something together with your co-worker (like eating together.)5. Do a small task for someone spontaneously (hold open the door, offer to carry something.)6. Stop by their workspace and see if they need any help getting something done.7. Buy them coffee, a drink, a snack or dessert.8. Get them a magazine related to an area of interest they have (sports, hobbies, a place they would like to visit.)9. Give them a “high five” when they have completed a task (especially one that has been challenging or they have been working on a while).10. Greet your colleague warmly, with a smile and a handshake. (Say something like “It’s good to see you!”; “How is your day going?”) Do you think it will make a difference? 



Thank you
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